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Key messages

- Tanzania’s unique approach to mining taxation, described as an equitable sharing of economic benefits between government and mining company according to a negotiated split, could leave the country shortchanged.

- Tanzanian citizens have access to the terms of only one profit-sharing deal, a 50-50 framework agreement for Barrick’s gold mines. The rest remain unpublished, despite laws that require the government to disclose deal terms.

- The Barrick deal predates government revenues more heavily on mine profitability than a more typical regime, making these revenues more uncertain. This structure also increases the risk that companies may seek to avoid tax payments.

- Negotiating the split on a project-by-project basis, without any legal guardrails on the approach, increases the risks of corruption and unfavorable deal terms.

- The Tanzanian government could eliminate these risks by borrowing provisions from other countries that also require a specific government share of mine profits but take a different approach.

- However, unless the government has identified benefits from its current sharing mechanism that a more typical regime does not offer, it should not pursue a sharing mechanism and instead focus on improving the
underlying regime, such as increasing its flexibility with regards to profits and reducing tax avoidance risks.

- To gain more trust from citizens, Tanzania’s government should explain how the mechanism works in existing deals.

Summary

Tanzania has taken an innovative approach to mining taxation in recent years, based on an “equitable sharing principle.” It has negotiated deals by which the government and mining companies share “economic benefits” based on an agreed split. Public information about these deals is limited. My understanding of the sharing arrangement is based on: the framework agreement template in the Mining (State Participation) Regulations 2022, the framework agreement between the government and Barrick Gold that first detailed a sharing arrangement in 2019, and discussions with government and industry officials. The agreement with Barrick provides for a 50-50 split. I understand that the government has negotiated a larger share in at least some subsequent deals, but there is no public information about them.

“Economic benefits” are the sum of government revenues, return of shareholder capital, shareholder dividends and shareholder loan repayments. Therefore, by the end of a typical mine’s lifetime, its economic benefits should be broadly equivalent to its total pre-tax profit. Mining companies continue to pay the taxes set out in the legislated fiscal regime, such as royalty and corporate income tax. But discussions indicated that once a mining company has recouped its initial investment, sharing is triggered, and adjustments are made at the end of each year to achieve the agreed split. This sharing arrangement is a significant shift away from the fiscal regime set out in Tanzanian legislation and common across the world.

There are several other countries that require mining companies to pay a specified share of their profits to the government, such as Ecuador and the Philippines. However, Tanzania has taken a different approach. While Ecuador and the Philippines impose only a floor on the government share, the Tanzanian arrangement also imposes a ceiling. This ceiling—which in the Barrick example limits the government share of profit to 50 percent—has several consequences.
My modeling of the impact of the regime on both a gold mine and a nickel mine suggests that the 50-50 regime results in a lower government take than the country’s underlying regime set out in legislation. The underlying regime is likely to result in the government receiving a share of profits greater than 50 percent for much of a mine’s lifetime. Under the 50-50 arrangement, the government therefore must make a payment to the mining company or forgo future tax payments to rebalance.

This does not necessarily mean the 50-50 regime will generate less government revenue overall. The competitiveness of the underlying regime is uncertain, and companies could develop fewer mines under it. However, modeling suggests that the 50-50 regime also results in lower taxes than in many other countries in a comparative sample. A slightly larger government share, which I understand the government has negotiated in at least some other deals, could therefore represent a better balance.

Tanzania sharing of benefits across the lifetime of a gold mine making average profits
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The ceiling on government share has another consequence. It links all government revenues to mine profitability. The government can receive only a total amount capped at 50 percent of total benefits, irrespective of which tax initially provided its revenues. Low profits, which translate to minimal total benefit, could therefore impact even the payment of taxes not directly based on profit. This greater reliance on profitability introduces two risks for the Tanzanian state: it makes revenues less reliable and increases the risk that the mining company will seek to avoid tax payments.

Modeling suggests that there may be years in which the government receives no revenues from a mine that is producing but making low profits. The figure below shows how the government may not receive revenues for two years because of the build-up of benefits that the government receives prior to the point that sharing is triggered. With a mine of average profitability, total benefits are large enough that the government does not have to forgo all its tax payments in any year. However, with low profits, the mining company must retain all benefits for a period to rebalance. The example in the figure below shows the potential impact of the government’s accumulation of benefits prior to the sharing trigger, however periods
of no or low profits at other points in the mine’s lifetime could also make revenues volatile.

Tanzania sharing of benefits across the lifetime of a gold mine making low profits, with all benefits shared
The sharing mechanism also significantly increases the government’s exposure to the risk of mining companies avoiding taxes. All government revenues become dependent on government capacity to effectively assess profit rather than just the government revenues from profit taxes. The figure below shows the potential impact of tax avoidance practices increasing costs and therefore reducing total benefits. With the underlying regime, only profit-based taxes such as corporate income tax would be impacted by such tax avoidance practices. These practices would not affect input and production taxes such as royalties. However, with the sharing mechanism, such practices could result in artificially low profits. This could trigger the cap for the government share of benefits and mean reductions in payments such as royalties, even though these payments are not usually dependent on profitability—which is one of the main reasons they are included in fiscal regimes.
The government may not have anticipated these risks because the sharing arrangement was initially developed for mines that were already producing, for which the risks are lower. The largest costs for producing mines have already been incurred, and so there is a lower risk of the sharing mechanism making revenues unreliable and there are fewer opportunities for tax avoidance. However, the government should consider whether this approach is optimal for new mines.

A larger government share of benefits reduces the risks of unreliable revenues and of tax avoidance. The higher the ceiling, the less likely government revenues are to hit it. Payments of input and production taxes such as royalties are therefore less likely to be reduced. However, a larger government share does not eliminate this risk.

The flurry of framework agreements that the Tanzanian government has signed since the Barrick deal suggests that investors like the sharing arrangement. It does not appear to be beneficial for Tanzania, however. This is particularly concerning given that the energy transition and resulting surge in demand for many of Tanzania’s minerals mean there is even more to lose.
Negotiating the split on a project basis, without any guardrails in legislation on the approach to this split, increases the risk of a bad deal for the country. The Mining (State Participation) Regulations allow the government to negotiate the sharing of economic benefits. However, legislation provides only a limited methodology for calculating economic benefits and does not provide a range within which the split will be agreed. Given that the split essentially overrides the underlying fiscal regime set out in legislation, this lack of guardrails is concerning. It increases the impact of uneven capacity between the government and company negotiating teams, the likelihood of costly mistakes, and the risk of corruption. An uneven fiscal regime is also more difficult to administer.

The government could look to Ecuador and the Philippines’ regimes for ideas on how to refine its approach. Those countries have avoided these risks by setting only a floor on the government share. By allowing the mining company to earn its minimum return before sharing is triggered, Ecuador’s sharing mechanism performs more like a windfall profit tax. It therefore reduces the risk of making marginal mines unviable.

However, removing the ceiling from Tanzania’s sharing mechanism will likely result in most mines paying the tax level in the underlying regime. This is because the relatively high taxes of Tanzania’s underlying regime will make the floor on the government share redundant. The government could therefore decide not to pursue a sharing mechanism of any form in new deals, since it becomes an unnecessary complication.

Unless the government has identified benefits to the sharing mechanism that a more typical regime does not offer, it is better for the country that the government focuses on improving the underlying regime. Tanzania’s taxes are less responsive to mine profitability than most other regimes, which risks making some of Tanzania’s mines unviable. The government could therefore consider a royalty rate that varies with prices. It could also review its approach to tackling tax avoidance risks from inflated financing costs. For example, rather than taking a share of shareholder loan repayments, which may not have the intended effect, it could prohibit the interest rate on any loan from exceeding the lowest market rate available for such loans.

Even if the government decides not to incorporate a sharing mechanism in any new deals, explaining to the public how the mechanism works in existing deals is critical. The lack of public information and understanding of the mechanism risks undermining public trust in the government’s management of the sector. Part of this public sensitization should include disclosure of the contracts that contain the “benefit sharing” approach, as already required by law.
Introduction

In 2019, Tanzania and Barrick Gold renegotiated the mineral development agreements (MDAs) for three of the country’s gold mines. The renegotiated deals provide for a 50-50 share of “economic benefits.” Since then, the government has entered a 55-45 sharing arrangement with Petra Diamonds for Tanzania’s only large-scale diamond mine, with the government receiving the larger share. These mines are already producing, but the government has also applied this sharing approach to deals for at least some new projects. The largest mine in the pipeline—Kabanga, which will produce nickel and cobalt—has signed a framework agreement with the government that provides for economic benefits to be “equitably shared.”

This sharing arrangement is a significant shift away from the fiscal regime set out in Tanzanian legislation and common across the world. The typical regime is based on royalties and corporate income tax, without any adjustment mechanism to achieve a specified government share of mine profits overall. I analyzed this regime previously, benchmarking it against a range of other mining countries. I now analyze the Tanzanian sharing arrangement to establish whether it represents a better deal for the country. I then explore how the government could refine it as it negotiates deals for new projects in the pipeline. Lessons are drawn from the approach of Ecuador and the Philippines, which also target a specified share of a mine’s profits for the government but in different ways.
The economic model and data that I used for this analysis are available on the Natural Resource Governance Institute's website [here](#). I provide further information on my modeling approach in subsequent sections and the appendix.
1. Key difference between benefit-sharing approaches: Tanzania’s ceiling on the government share

Public information on the structure of Tanzania’s sharing arrangements is limited. While the Mining (State Participation) Regulations 2022 provide for the government to negotiate the sharing of economic benefits on the basis of an “equitable sharing principle,” they do not fully set out its structure. The Barrick MDAs and agreements for other projects have not been disclosed. The framework agreement between the government and Barrick that informed the MDAs provides the most comprehensive outline of the structure that is publicly available. I therefore focus on this 50-50 arrangement, but also discuss the implications of a different split, such as the 55-45 agreed with Petra Diamonds, in my analysis. The three key elements of the sharing arrangement are set out below.
**Definition of economic benefits.** “Economic benefits” could be interpreted to mean different things. The broadest definition would entail not only direct financial benefits from the mine in the form of government revenues and company profits, but also benefits such as the creation of jobs and demand for goods and services. However, the Mining (State Participation) Regulations state that “economic benefits” comprise of government revenues directly payable by the company to the government, shareholder dividends and shareholder loan repayments. Therefore, by the end of a typical mine’s lifetime, its economic benefits should be broadly equivalent to its total pre-tax profit. These benefits are calculated on a cumulative basis from the start of a mine’s operations (that is, from the start of the license period). I understand that cumulation in this case is based on actual not discounted cash flow, and therefore does not account for the time value of money.

**Trigger for sharing mechanism.** Sharing is triggered once cumulative, post-tax cash flow is positive, meaning that all exploration and development costs have been recouped. My understanding is that the timing of this trigger is set in advance using the mine life plan rather than based on actual performance.

**Sharing mechanism.** The mining company pays the taxes set out in the fiscal regime, such as royalty and corporate income tax, in line with the typical approach. However, after the sharing trigger, if one party’s cumulative share of economic benefits is greater than 50 percent at the end of a year, it must pay the other party the amount required to rebalance. This payment could be made at that point in time or, if the company has overpaid, treated as an advance payment of future taxes.

**Several other countries require mines to pay a specified government share**

There are several fiscal regimes across the world that require mines to pay a specified share of their profits to the government. However, the approach to setting this share differs across countries. I have analyzed two of these regimes—those of Ecuador and the Philippines—given they could provide useful insights into whether and how Tanzania’s arrangement could be refined.

The Ecuador and Philippines regimes also require a government share of profits of 50 percent. Each country’s definition of profits differs slightly. However, a more significant difference is that, unlike under the Tanzanian approach, if the Ecuador or Philippines government receives a share of more than 50 percent, the government does not have to compensate the mining company. In other words, their mechanisms act as a floor but not a ceiling on the government’s share.
Another key difference between the regimes is that, while the Tanzania and Ecuador regimes calculate the benefits accrued by the government or mining company on a cumulative basis, the Philippines regime does not. However, while cumulation is based on actual cash flow in the Tanzania regime, it is based on discounted cash flow in the Ecuador regime. This means that sharing is triggered in Ecuador only once the mining company has earned its minimum rate of return—that is, the return the company needs to be willing to develop the mine initially.\(^9\)

Further details of the Ecuador and Philippines regimes are set out in the appendix.

### Modeling the benefit-sharing arrangement for gold and nickel mines

I modeled how the Tanzania, Ecuador and Philippines approaches may work for a gold mine and a nickel mine of average profitability. I assumed a gold price of USD 1,600 per ounce and a nickel price of $17,000 per tonne, which are around the 10-year average between 2013 and 2022.\(^10\) In the figures below, “initial government benefits” are the revenues the government would have received without the sharing mechanism and “final government benefits” the revenues it ultimately receives after any rebalancing. I show only the results for the gold mine below, but the results for the nickel mine were similar.

**Tanzania.** As Figure 1 shows, the government receives benefits from the mine prior to the sharing trigger from input taxes, royalty and some corporate income tax payments. Sharing is triggered in year 7 of the project’s life. The government will have a cumulative share that is significantly greater than 50 percent at this point. It therefore must make a payment to the mining company or forgo future tax payments to rebalance. I modeled the latter, given it will probably be politically difficult for the government to make a direct payment to the company. Following this initial rebalancing, the fiscal regime continues to generate a larger initial share of the benefits for the government than for the company. The government therefore continues to forgo a portion of future tax payments to rebalance. At no point in this scenario does the sharing mechanism result in an increase in government revenue.

![Figure 1. Tanzania sharing of benefits across the lifetime of a gold mine making average profits\(^11\)](image-url)
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Ecuador. As Figure 2 shows, sharing is triggered in year 8 of the project's life. This is a year later than with the Tanzania approach because, unlike with the Tanzania approach, the mining company is permitted to earn its minimum return before sharing. From this point until year 12, annual company returns are significantly greater than government revenues. Therefore, despite the government having received revenues in previous years, its share of cumulative benefits falls below 50 percent, and the company makes an additional payment. However, these payments do not result in the government and company receiving the same monetary amount each year. Sharing is based on discounted cash flow. The revenue the government received in the early years of the mine is worth more than the same monetary amount received by the company later. This reduces the size of the additional payments the company needs to make for cumulative benefits to be shared equally.

Figure 2. Ecuador sharing of benefits across the lifetime of average gold mine
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Philippines. As Figure 3 shows, the recovery period ends after three years of production, in year 7 of the project’s life. Because the basic government share is less than 50 percent of net mining revenue at this point until year 16, the mining company pays an additional government share. For the following few years, the basic government share is at least 50 percent of net mining revenue. This means the company does not make any additional payments. However, unlike with the Tanzania approach, the government does not have to compensate the company for receiving more than 50 percent of net mining revenue.

Figure 3. Philippines sharing of benefits across the lifetime of average gold mine
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EQUITABLE SHARING OF MINING PROFITS: THE BEST DEAL FOR TANZANIA?
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2. Tanzania’s benefit-sharing arrangement could leave the country shortchanged

I reviewed the Tanzanian approach against the typical objectives of a fiscal regime: maximizing government revenue without deterring investment; reliable revenues; flexibility as profits change; and simplicity to limit tax avoidance risks.
Typical objectives of a fiscal regime

**Maximizing government revenue without deterring investment.** A fiscal regime should set the highest taxes that a mine can bear without discouraging investment. What this tax level is depends on the country’s wider investment climate. This is because investors often place greater weight in their investment decision on several non-fiscal factors, such as a country’s geology and policy predictability, than on the tax level.¹⁴

**Reliable revenues.** Many governments want a regime that generates some revenue for their budget each year irrespective of whether a mine is making low or high profits. Reliability is particularly important for countries that depend heavily on the mining sector to finance the budget. However, high taxes when a mine is making no or low profits can prevent low-profit mines from being developed or surviving downturns. A regime must therefore balance reliability with ensuring a wide range of mines are viable across different scenarios.

**Flexibility as profits change.** A regime should aim to capture any profit above the investor’s minimum return, with flexible (or “progressive”) taxes significantly increasing government take once this threshold has been reached.¹⁵

**Simplicity.** Governments are often concerned about tax avoidance.¹⁶ Some taxes (namely those based on profitability) are more difficult to measure than others, which makes them more susceptible to company manipulation. Governments therefore tend to want the regime to contain at least some simple taxes (such as royalties), depending on their tax administration capacity.

I set out below how the 50-50 regime performs against these criteria in relation to a new gold mine. I compared the performance of the 50-50 regime with the underlying regime. I also compared it with the Ecuador and Philippines regimes—with and without their sharing mechanisms to isolate their effect and draw lessons for Tanzania—as well as with some of the world’s other gold producers. Tanzania is competing with these countries for investment, and therefore how they compare is important. I also analyzed the impact of these regimes on a nickel mine and found similar results.

**The benefit-sharing arrangement reduces government take**

Tanzania’s 50-50 regime has a lower government take than the country’s underlying regime set out in legislation. This is because of the ceiling it imposes on the government’s share. This does not necessarily mean it will generate less
government revenue overall, however. More mines could potentially be developed under the 50-50 regime if investors prefer it, thereby resulting in higher aggregate government revenues.

Figure 4 sets out how the government take differs between Tanzania’s two regimes, and how they compare to the regimes of Ecuador, the Philippines and several other gold producers. I used the average effective tax rate (AETR) to make this comparison.

The 50-50 regime appears to strike a reasonable balance between generating government revenue and competitiveness for a mine with average profitability. As Figure 4 shows, I estimate it has an AETR of around 54 percent. However, this is lower than for several other countries in my sample. Tanzania therefore probably has scope for slightly higher taxes than the 50-50 regime entails without reducing the country’s competitiveness. This is particularly the case given government efforts to improve the wider investment climate appear to be paying off. Control Risks considers Tanzania’s legal and tax risks to be on a downward trend. Indeed, I understand the government has negotiated a larger share in at least some other deals.

In contrast to the Tanzanian mechanism, Ecuador’s and the Philippines’ mechanisms both increase government take from a mine with average profitability, compared to the regimes that would otherwise be applicable. However, the Ecuador mechanism has a larger impact. This is because it does not count several significant taxes—such as import duties and withholding taxes on interest and dividends—toward the government’s share of benefits. The exclusion of these taxes increases the additional payment the mining company must make for the government to receive 50 percent of cumulative benefits.

Figure 4. Average effective tax rate for average gold mine with gold price of USD 1,600 per ounce
The benefit-sharing arrangement both limits windfall profits capture and makes revenues unreliable.

Figure 5 shows government take at different profit levels—measured in terms of government share of total benefits. A regime should set government take from low-profit mines to generate reliable revenues while still providing the minimum return to investors. A flexible regime would then have much higher government take from higher-profit mines. The AETR for these mines would be flat, with flexible instruments to capture windfall profits balanced out by reliable instruments such as royalties. This translates to government share of total benefits slightly increasing with profit.

Figure 5. Government share of total benefits at different profit levels
The instruments in Tanzania's underlying regime make it relatively inflexible. Its corporate income tax and minority state equity mean that it should capture windfall profits reasonably well, if effectively administered. However, the regime also places high taxes on low-profit mines, largely because of a high royalty. As I noted in my previous analysis, the government could consider adjusting these instruments to make the underlying regime more flexible.  

The sharing mechanism also limits the flexibility of the regime since it is designed to preserve the share of government in total benefits, regardless of economic conditions. The mechanism results in the regime capturing a similar share of profits whether a mine generates low or high profits. This means the government must decide, when determining the split between government and mining company, whether to impose a large government take on low-profit mines and capture a large share of any windfall profits; or to provide more relief to low-profit mines but in doing so to capture a smaller share of windfall profits. The 50-50 split takes the latter approach, making low-profit mines more likely to be viable than with the underlying regime. However, the sharing mechanism means that this must come at the cost of a smaller government share of windfall profits.

The sharing mechanism also makes government revenues unreliable. This is because it makes all government revenues dependent on the size of total benefits. The government can receive only 50 percent of total benefits irrespective of which
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Low profits, which in turn mean total benefits are small, could therefore impact even the payment of taxes not directly based on profit.

As Figure 6 shows, my modeling suggests there may be years in which the government does not receive any revenues from a mine with low profits. In this scenario, these two years of no government revenues are caused by the build-up of benefits that the government receives prior to the sharing trigger. Once sharing is triggered, the government must forgo tax payments to rebalance and for 50-50 sharing to be achieved. With a mine of average profitability, total benefits are large enough that the government does not have to forgo all its tax payments in any year, as shown in Figure 1. However, with low profits, the mining company must retain all benefits for a period to rebalance.

While this example shows the potential impact of the government's accumulation of benefits prior to the sharing trigger, periods of no or low profits at other points in the mine's lifetime could also make revenues volatile. Therefore, while the sharing mechanism may still generate reasonable government revenues over the project's lifetime, it appears to undermine the reliability of revenues from year to year. As a result, it appears to create a regime that neither captures a significant share of windfall profits compared to many of the countries in our sample nor provides reliable revenues when profits are low.

Figure 6. Tanzania sharing of benefits across the lifetime of a gold mine making low profits, with all benefits shared\textsuperscript{25}
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Final government share of benefits
This lack of reliability could have significant repercussions for public trust. As noted above, I do not think it will be politically feasible for the government to make a direct payment to the mining company when the government has captured a greater share of the benefits than the agreed split. It is more likely that the government will forgo future tax payments. However, a scenario in which the government will need to forgo all tax payments in a given year will also be politically difficult. As a result, the sharing arrangement could create situations in which the government feels forced into entering supplementary arrangements to ensure it receives some revenues each year—for example, an arrangement that spreads the amount required to rebalance over several years.

Such arrangements, whether fully disclosed to the public or not, could lead to the sharing approach reducing public trust. This loss of trust would put pressure on the
government to change the fiscal regime and even the wider legal and regulatory framework. If acted on, this could shake confidence in policy predictability and deter investment, as the country experienced following the sweeping reforms in 2017.26

In contrast to the Tanzania mechanism, the Ecuador mechanism helps increase flexibility. The mining company being able to earn its minimum return before sharing, and sharing being based on cumulative benefits, means the mechanism has a limited impact on low-profit mines. For higher-profit mines, it increases government take. In this way, it operates much like a windfall profit tax. Nonetheless, its flexibility could be improved further. The exclusion of some taxes from the government’s share of benefits means that even low-profit mines may need to make an additional payment. This is particularly impactful because the rest of the Ecuador regime imposes a relatively high burden on mines even when profits are low.

The Philippines’ mechanism improves the government’s ability to capture windfall profits. However, it risks increasing the burden on low-profit mines. This is because, while the limited taxes during the recovery period provide some relief, sharing is triggered before the mining company earns its minimum return and is based on annual not cumulative benefits. This also limits the scope to capture an even greater share of windfall profits through the sharing mechanism, as a larger government share would risk a higher burden on low-profit mines. A separate windfall profit tax would therefore be needed for this purpose instead.

The benefit-sharing arrangement increases tax avoidance risks for Tanzania

The Tanzania mechanism significantly increases the government’s exposure to tax avoidance risks. As noted above, all government revenues become dependent on profit. They therefore all become dependent on government capacity to effectively assess profit rather than just the government revenues from profit taxes.

Figure 7 shows the potential impact of tax avoidance practices increasing costs and therefore reducing total benefits. The increase in costs does not affect the payment of input and production taxes with the underlying regime. However, it does with the sharing mechanism as it means 50 percent of total benefits includes a lower value of the input and production taxes that would have been due to the government.
This feature of the mechanism exists regardless of the size of the split. A larger government share reduces the risk that tax avoidance will lower total benefits to the extent that the government's share is less than the value of input and production taxes. However, it does not eliminate that risk.

The Ecuador and Philippines mechanisms, in contrast, do not significantly affect government exposure to tax avoidance risks. Determining the need for additional payments to government depends on government capacity to effectively measure profits. But because these regimes do not place a ceiling on the government's share, tax avoidance that reduces profits would not affect the payment of input and production taxes.  

The Tanzania regime does contain measures intended to reduce tax avoidance risks related to financing costs. I understand that the Barrick MDAs treat related party loans as being interest free in the calculation of total benefits. The Mining (State Participation) Regulations also unusually provide for mandatory state equity in projects to give the government a share of any shareholder loan repayments. This provision is intended not only to generate larger government revenues directly, but also to reduce the incentive to shift profits through inflated financing costs.
These protective measures are not tied to the structure of the sharing mechanism, however. They could be included in any regime. Indeed, the sharing mechanism appears to neutralize the impact of taking a share of loan repayments. The government can receive only 50 percent of economic benefits regardless of whether they are generated from a share of loan repayments or other revenue streams.
3. Tanzania may do better by not including the benefit-sharing mechanism in new deals

Setting not just a floor but also a ceiling on the government share has introduced three main risks into Tanzania’s regime: it potentially sets an unnecessarily low ceiling on government revenues (depending on the agreed split); it makes those revenues less reliable; and it increases their exposure to tax avoidance.

The government may not have anticipated some of these consequences because it initially developed the sharing arrangement for mines that were already producing. The largest costs for these mines have already been incurred and they are now profitable. This reduces the risk of the sharing mechanism making revenues unreliable and increasing the potential for tax avoidance. However, it would be advisable for the government to consider whether this approach is optimal for new mines. Particularly given the energy transition and resulting surge in demand for many of Tanzania’s minerals, there is even more to gain from a good deal and even more to lose from a bad deal.
A larger government share of benefits reduces the risk of unreliable revenues and tax avoidance. However, it does not eliminate this risk. Negotiating the split on a project basis, without any guardrails in legislation, increases the risk of a bad deal. Legislation provides only a limited methodology for calculating economic benefits and does not provide a range within which the split will be agreed. Given that the split essentially overrides the underlying fiscal regime set out in legislation, this lack of guardrails is concerning. It increases the impact of uneven capacity between the government and company negotiating teams, the likelihood of costly mistakes and the opportunity for corruption. An uneven fiscal regime is also more difficult to administer.\textsuperscript{30}

The government could look to Ecuador and the Philippines’ regimes for ideas on how to refine its approach. By setting only a floor on the government share, their sharing mechanisms do not exacerbate the risk of unreliable revenues and tax avoidance. By allowing the mining company to earn its minimum return before sharing is triggered, Ecuador’s sharing mechanism performs more like a windfall profit tax. It therefore reduces the risk of making marginal mines unviable.\textsuperscript{31}

Removing the ceiling from Tanzania’s sharing mechanism is complicated by the relatively high taxes of Tanzania’s underlying regime. A floor of 50 percent of profits results in Ecuador and the Philippines receiving additional payments because government take from other taxes in their regimes does not reach that threshold. This is not the case for Tanzania as government take already exceeds that floor.

Figure 8 shows my modeling of a gold mine of average profitability. The mechanism—without a ceiling and the calculation of benefits based on discounted cash flow to allow mining companies to earn their minimum return before sharing is triggered—does not have any effect on the share of benefits between the government and company. My modeling suggests the mechanism would also not have any effect on this share for mines of higher and lower profitability.

Figure 8. Tanzania sharing of benefits across the lifetime of a gold mine making average profits with no ceiling\textsuperscript{32}
EQUITABLE SHARING OF MINING PROFITS: THE BEST DEAL FOR TANZANIA?
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Removing the ceiling from the sharing mechanism will therefore likely result in most mines paying the tax level in the underlying regime. The government could of course increase the floor so that the mechanism does result in mines making additional payments. My modeling suggests a floor of close to 60 percent would trigger additional payments from a range of mines. However, this would not be advisable given the underlying regime already has higher taxes than most other countries in my sample. Increasing government take would further challenge Tanzania’s competitiveness, even if these additional payments were payable only once the mining company had earned its minimum return.

The adjustments I suggest would therefore make the sharing mechanism superfluous for most mines. The government could therefore decide not to pursue a sharing mechanism of any form in new deals given it becomes an unnecessary complication. Indeed, the government is better focusing on improvements to the underlying regime. As set out above, Tanzania’s taxes are less responsive to mine profitability than most other regimes I analyzed. The government could therefore consider a royalty rate that varies with prices. This would provide some relief to mines when prices are low, and capture more revenue for government when prices are high. The government could also review its approach to tackling tax avoidance risks from inflated financing costs. For example, rather than taking a share of any
loan repayments, it could consider adopting a rule for the mining sector that is currently only in the Petroleum Act: that the interest rate on a loan should not exceed the lowest market rate available for such loans.\textsuperscript{34}
Conclusion

The Tanzanian government should be commended for its willingness to pursue an innovative approach to mining taxation after years of frustration at the deals it had previously struck. However, without reassessing this approach, it risks leaving itself shortchanged again—particularly given the lack of guardrails in legislation. Considering the challenges with the arrangement I have identified, there may be a sense of déjà vu in the longer term with a public backlash against both mining companies and the government.

The government could adjust the mechanism before finalizing deals for new mines by borrowing elements from the Ecuador and Philippines regimes. However, unless the government has identified benefits from the sharing mechanism that a more typical regime does not offer, the best option is not to pursue a sharing mechanism of any form and instead to focus on improving the underlying regime.

Even if the government decides not to incorporate a sharing mechanism in any new deals, explaining to the public how it works in existing deals is critical. The current lack of public information and understanding of the mechanism risks undermining public trust in it. Part of this public sensitization should include disclosure of the contracts that contain the mechanism, as already required by the Tanzania Extractive Industries (Transparency and Accountability) Act 2015. The government could also consider publicly reporting the expected or observed economic benefits from the mines to which a sharing arrangement applies. This should also help increase public trust that the country is receiving the amount that it is due.
Appendix: Ecuador and Philippines regimes

Ecuador’s approach

The Ecuador regime requires mines to provide a government share of at least 50 percent of “accumulated benefits.” This requirement is established in the constitution of the country. It is primarily set out in the general regulations of the mining law.

**Definition of accumulated benefits.** “Accumulated benefits” are the sum of the government revenues specified in the regulations and any free cash flow available to the mining company. These benefits are calculated on a cumulative basis from the start of a mine’s operations (though the applicable government revenue streams are payable only from the start of production). This cumulation accounts for the time value of money. Cash flows are discounted to reflect that, the earlier they occur, the more they are worth to either party.

**Trigger for sharing mechanism.** Sharing is triggered once cumulative, discounted free cash flow is positive. At this point, the mining company has recouped all exploration and development costs. Because the trigger is based on discounted cash flow, it will also have earned its minimum rate of return.

**Sharing mechanism.** The mining company pays the taxes set out in the fiscal regime in line with the taxes and royalties defined in legal and contractual provisions. After the sharing trigger, if cumulative government revenues are less than 50 percent of accumulated benefits at the end of the year, the company must pay a “sovereign adjustment” to increase the government share to 50 percent. However, if government revenues are more than 50 percent of accumulated benefits, the government does not have to compensate the company.

Philippines’ approach

The Philippines regime requires mines that operate under a financial or technical assistance agreement (FTAA) to provide a government share of at least 50 percent of annual “net mining revenue” after a cost recovery period. Any mine licensed to a
foreign company must have a FTAA. This arrangement is primarily set out in a publicly available model FTAA. The financial or technical assistance agreement for a given project is subject to negotiations and therefore may differ slightly from others. I focus on the regime set out in the model FTAA.

**Definition of “net mining revenue.”** Net mining revenue is sales revenue (net of transport and processing charges) minus deductible expenses in a given year. Deductible expenses include, among other things, development costs after the start of production, operating costs, interest payments and royalties.

**Trigger for sharing mechanism.** The sharing mechanism is triggered at the end of the “recovery period.” The recovery period ends the earlier of five years from the start of production or the point at which all pre-production expenses have been recouped. The timing of this trigger is based on the actual performance of a mine rather than set in advance.

**Sharing mechanism.** The mining company pays the “basic government share” throughout the project's lifetime. However, the composition of this basic government share up to the end of the recovery period and after the recovery period differs. A comprehensive list of the taxes included in the government share during these two periods can be found in the model FTAA and applicable legislation. The main components up to the end of the recovery period include excise tax, royalties and local business tax. The basic government share after the recovery period includes these taxes as well as import duties, corporate income tax, and withholding taxes on interest and dividends.

After the end of the recovery period, if the basic government share is less than 50 percent of net mining revenue in a given year, the mining company must pay an “additional government share” to increase the total government share to 50 percent of net mining revenue. However, if the basic government share is more than 50 percent of net mining revenue, the government does not have to compensate the company.

**Modeling approach**

I used an adapted version of the IMF's Fiscal Analysis of Resource Industries (FARI) economic model published in 2016 for this analysis.
I based my analysis on two mines: one produces gold doré and the other produces primarily nickel sulfide but also some cobalt. As the effects of a fiscal regime can differ depending on the specific cost, production and ultimate profitability of a mine, I created a range of mine profiles. I based the gold mine profiles on the characteristics of actual mines in Tanzania, using S&P Global Market Intelligence's Capital IQ Pro database. The S&P database does not yet contain detailed economic data for any of Tanzania's upcoming nickel mines, and therefore I developed rough approximations based on their potential size and the cost of other nickel mines across the world. I also made assumptions about the financing structure of these mines. I based these assumptions on the values used as common practice by industry and government analysts.

The assumptions I used for the two gold mine profiles referenced in this analysis are set out in Table 1. These assumptions result in a pre-tax internal rate of return of 42 percent for the average-profit mine and 17 percent for the low-profit mine.
Table 1. Key assumptions for modeled gold mine profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Average-profit mine</th>
<th>Low-profit mine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak production of gold</td>
<td>350,000 ounces</td>
<td>100,000 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production life</td>
<td>24 years</td>
<td>16 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and expansion capital</td>
<td>$300 million</td>
<td>$450 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement capital per year</td>
<td>$40 million</td>
<td>$8 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating cost</td>
<td>$700 per ounce</td>
<td>$800 per ounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport, treatment and refining charges (TC/RC)</td>
<td>$3 per ounce</td>
<td>$6 per ounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt-to-equity ratio</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real discount rate of equity shareholders</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real interest rate on debt</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation rate</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The assumptions I used for the nickel mine profiles in this analysis are set out in Table 2. These assumptions result in a pre-tax internal rate of return of 35 percent for the average-profit mine and 16 percent for the low-profit mine.
Table 2. Key assumptions for modeled nickel mine profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Average-profit mine</th>
<th>Low-profit mine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak production of nickel</td>
<td>40,000 tonnes</td>
<td>15,000 tonnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated cobalt (percent of gross sales from nickel)</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production life</td>
<td>30 years</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and expansion capital</td>
<td>$1,600 million</td>
<td>$450 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement capital per year</td>
<td>$20 million</td>
<td>$6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating cost</td>
<td>$6,000 per tonne</td>
<td>$8,000 per tonne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport, treatment and refining charges (TC/RC)</td>
<td>$2,600 per tonne</td>
<td>$2,600 per tonne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt-to-equity ratio</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real discount rate of equity shareholders</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real interest rate on debt</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation rate</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I applied the fiscal regimes in my sample to these mine profiles. To keep the model and my analysis as simple as possible, I did not include taxes that are likely to comprise a relatively small proportion of total government revenue for a large-scale mine, such as annual license fees. I also did not model employment taxes that are ultimately paid by the mine employees rather than the companies. I also simplified some elements of the regimes. For example, while import duties vary according to trade agreements between countries (e.g., East Africa Community trade rules) and according to the goods and services imported, I assumed one rate for all imported inputs.
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Notes

1. With a gold price of USD 1,600 per ounce.
2. With a low-profit mine and a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.
6. This framework agreement was published in a document setting out Barrick’s offer to buy the shares it did not already own in Acacia Mining, the previous owner of the Bulyanhulu, Buzwagi and North Mara mines in Tanzania. See Acacia Mining and Barrick Gold, Recommended Final Offer for Acacia Mining Plc by Barrick Gold Corporation, 2019, 66-79, s25.q4cdn.com/322814910/files/doc_downloads/acacia/Acacia-2.7-announcement.pdf.
7. The main revenue streams are import duty, skills development levy, royalty, corporate income tax, a share of dividends and shareholder loan repayments through state equity, and dividend withholding tax.
8. The earlier in time a shilling (Tanzania’s official currency unit) is received, the more it is worth. This is, first, because it can be used earlier; and second, because the future is uncertain, and no one can be sure they will receive that shilling in the future. To account for this time value of money, a “discount rate” is applied. In the sharing arrangement, this would mean that if the government received a shilling in year 1, the company would need to receive more than a shilling in year 2 for the benefits to be comparable. However, given cumulation here is based on actual cash flow, the company would need to receive only a shilling in year 2 for the benefits to be shared equally.
11. With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.
12. With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.
13. With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.
14. The Fraser Institute survey estimates that, unless there are extremely harmful policies, around 60 percent of an investment decision tends to be based on a country’s geology. The other 40 percent comprises of several other factors, including political stability and policy predictability (given they affect the risk that investors will not be able to secure future returns generated by their investments), a conducive business environment and the tax level. See Julio Mejia and Elmira Aliakbari, Fraser Institute Annual Survey of Mining Companies 2022, (Fraser Institute, 2023), 8, www.fraserinstitute.org/studies/annual-survey-of-mining-companies-2022.
15. However, information gaps make it difficult for taxes to be structured to capture all excess profit. See Jean-François Wén, Progressive Taxation of Extractive Resources as Second-Best Optimal Policy (International Monetary Fund, 2018), www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2018/06/13/Progressive-Taxation-o...
16. Recent research provides a sense of the potential revenue loss to governments from tax avoidance. The International Monetary Fund recently estimated that sub-Saharan African mining countries could be losing between $450 and $730 million in corporate income tax a year. See Sebastian Beer and Dan Devlin, Is There Money on the Table? Evidence on the Magnitude of Profit Shifting in the Extractive Industries (International Monetary Fund, 2021), www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2021/01/15/Is-There-Money-on-the-....
17. It is perhaps surprising that Tanzania’s 50-50 sharing arrangement generates an AETR greater than 50 percent (with a discount rate of 10 percent). This is despite AETR measuring government take as the share of pre-tax profits, which is larger than “economic benefits” (given economic benefits exclude interest payments). This outcome results from the 50-50 split being based on actual cash flow. The government receives revenue before the mining company through input and production taxes that do not depend on the mine making a profit. Because of these earlier revenues, the government receives a larger share on a discounted basis.
18. As reported in the S&P Global database. Legal risks are “expropriation, state contract alteration and contract enforcement risks.” Tax risks are “tax increase and tax inconsistency risks.” Control Risks scores these risks as still “very high” and “high” respectively (following Tanzania’s overhaul of extractives sector laws and other actions against existing mines in 2017) but reducing.
19. With a discount rate of 10 percent. While Ecuador’s sharing mechanism does not account for the labor profit share because none of it will go to the government from 2024 onwards, I have included it in the AETR because it is a tax on the project. The Democratic Republic of Congo regime has an excess profits tax that is triggered for a mine when the realized price is at least 25 percent higher than the price in its feasibility study. I assumed that the feasibility study has a price of $1,300 per ounce, so the excess profits tax is not triggered.
Total benefits in this case are a project's revenues minus operating costs and replacement capital (but not minus exploration and development capital). This cash flow represents the money available to pay back the initial investment and provide a return. The government share of it is a common measure of progressivity.

With a discount rate of 10 percent. The results for only some countries are shown to clearly depict each data point. The results for all the evaluated countries can be found in my model.

For example, an average 62 percent of respondents to the Fraser Institute surveys between 2017 and 2019 said the current implementation of Tanzania's legal system would strongly discourage investment, and 73 percent said regulatory uncertainty would. See, e.g., Ashley Stedman, Jairo Yunis and Elmira Aliakbari, Fraser Institute Annual Survey of Mining Companies 2019 (Fraser Institute, 2020), www.fraserinstitute.org/studies/annual-survey-of-mining-companies-2019.

With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.

For example, an average 62 percent of respondents to the Fraser Institute surveys between 2017 and 2019 said the current implementation of Tanzania's legal system would strongly discourage investment, and 73 percent said regulatory uncertainty would. See, e.g., Ashley Stedman, Jairo Yunis and Elmira Aliakbari, Fraser Institute Annual Survey of Mining Companies 2019 (Fraser Institute, 2020), www.fraserinstitute.org/studies/annual-survey-of-mining-companies-2019.

With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.

The discount rate used is specific to each mine and based on its discount rate of 10 percent. The results for only some countries are shown to clearly depict each data point. The results for all the evaluated countries can be found in my model.

For example, an average 62 percent of respondents to the Fraser Institute surveys between 2017 and 2019 said the current implementation of Tanzania's legal system would strongly discourage investment, and 73 percent said regulatory uncertainty would. See, e.g., Ashley Stedman, Jairo Yunis and Elmira Aliakbari, Fraser Institute Annual Survey of Mining Companies 2019 (Fraser Institute, 2020), www.fraserinstitute.org/studies/annual-survey-of-mining-companies-2019.

With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.

Tax avoidance could extend the Philippines' recovery period, and therefore delay the payment of some taxes including import duty and interest withholding tax, given the end of the recovery period depends on the reported profitability of a mine rather than an ex-ante assessment. However, the rule that the recovery period must end five years from the start of production regardless of whether pre-production expenses have been recouped limits the extent to which it can be extended.

The merits of these measures require further scrutiny. E.g., taking a share of loan repayments could result in lenders charging a higher interest rate to ensure they still recoup their loan and a minimum return. This would not only reduce taxable income but also make it harder for the government to assess whether an interest rate is reasonable, because it would not be comparable with industry benchmarks. It can also be difficult for a government to always determine whether a loan is from a related party or not. However, these considerations are outside the scope of this analysis.

Although its exclusion of several significant taxes from the government's share of benefits means low-profit mines may still be impacted.

With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.

Ensuring that interest rates used as a comparison apply to comparable assets with a similar risk profile is challenging, but rules of this nature have been successful in reducing profit shifting in other countries. See Beer and Devlin, Is There Money on the Table?.

The main taxes listed are VAT, royalty and corporate income tax. The merits of these measures require further scrutiny. E.g., this feature is not fully reflected in Figure 5 given that “total benefits” use a slightly different definition of profits and are based on discounted cash flows.

With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.

With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.

With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.

A template of the FARI model and a user guide that explains all the concepts and workings of the model are available at International Monetary Fund, “Fiscal Analysis of Resource Industries,” www.imf.org/external/np/fad/fari.

The main taxes listed are VAT, royalty and corporate income tax. The merits of these measures require further scrutiny. E.g., this feature is not fully reflected in Figure 5 given that “total benefits” use a slightly different definition of profits and are based on discounted cash flows.

With a gold price of $1,600 per ounce.

Ensuring that interest rates used as a comparison apply to comparable assets with a similar risk profile is challenging, but rules of this nature have been successful in reducing profit shifting in other countries. See Beer and Devlin, Is There Money on the Table?.
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